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A huma..'1 life is an unique orga.n is."'l. It consists of the natural pro-
pensities, tendencies, and impulse. Additionally it has a remarkable power to 
acquire the preexisting customs and habits, so as to well adjust itself in its 
environment. 
In another aspect, human life is a well-equipped machine! It is a 
ready-made machine for adults to operate in further extension. How to develop 
the coming civilization depends on how the innate potentialities of a child 
can be directed. Would it be too dogmatic to say that the present social un-
rest, dissatisfaction, maladjustment, our class conflict, and national or ra-
cial friction, more or less depend on the ill-training of the children. 
We, therefore, must be aware of the f a ct tl1at the modern and the past 
educa tional method have partly made a failure in their attempt to accomplish 
the aim. What is the cause of their failure? We need more information and 
light on the problem of -life. It is a serious matter, for the problem of life 
is the problem of education, and the problem of education must have its founda-
tion in the understanding of human psychology and a scientific treatment of 
human nature. 
We cannot conceal our deep a&niration for ancient Greeks in this 
problem. 'fuey were aware of the importance in educating their youth for the 
sake of national welfare and the Hellenic civilization. Aristotle made the 
statement that all Hellenes loved knowledge. This was true of the ancient Greek •. 
The love of wisdom and_ intelligent educational method belong to the civilized 
people. Although we are proud of our living in the modern state of civi-
l ization, in a certain aspect, we are still savage in neglecting the education 
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of the youth in its complete unawareness of ignorance. 1~y thousands of the 
children are sent to the dusty factories without any intelligent preparation. 
The other remaining thousands are under-nourished and ill-trained mentally and 
physically. Those who are kept for so-called education receive but a sli~1t 
understanding and care. There is no wonder that the tide of increasing discon-
tent and social unrest is flooding over the world. 
We may say, ~~erefore, that all men's struggles in religion, moral s, 
economic hardship, and strife or conflicts, which have prevailed throu~1out 
history, can be traced finally to the nature and vigor of human desire, belief, 
and striving which have been cultivated by the social environment in the early 
life of the individual. The characteristics and type of a nation depend on the 
type and method of early education in a nation. 'The strict conservatism of 
Tibet, the fatalism and submis siveness of India, the love of innovation and in-
quisitiveness of the Hellenes, the sternness and harshness of the ancient 
Romans , all depend on their difference in the early training of the constituent 
units of the nation. We may say, therefore, that the educa tion of early life 
forms the very foundation and type of the social structure. 
Who has the control of this vi tal function of forming mind? Professor 
Dewey of Columbia University tells us that the human mind never could be forrned 
without its incorporation with the environment. The family circle, cownunity, 
and society are controlling the outlet and inhibition of the native impulses. 
Like clay in the hands of a potter, so is man' s mind in the hands of his envi-
ronment. Society pours its belief, its desires, its aims, its struggles, its 
prejudices, its knowledge, and its ideas, the very character of its constituent 
units, into the child's mind. 
The family circle is the closest influence on the child. And of all 
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family members, parents hold the key to the door of the child's mind. /.others 
and f athers are guides of the early life. There is an old proverb which says 
that the child is the exact mirror of parents. What a mother does, her daughter 
imitates. The entire responsibility rests in the hands of parents, but because 
of this very freedom and responsibility, parents ease their minds and neglect 
their grave duty. 
There is a grea t deal of wasting of men's genius and potentialities. 
This is due to the neglect of a chiLd's mental growth in his early ~s. It 
certainly is surprising to see how this early training is overlooked i n the 
home. The average people think that the sole function of educat ion belongs to 
the school whi l e they as parents take no blame when the children fail in the 
schools . Thus they are ~Ulconscious of the fact that the period of plasticity 
is in the early childhood when the dawning consciousness of the child begins to 
come in contac~ with the world. The native impulses never wait f or the school 
age to come out. Some of them , wi thout receiving proper care and stimulations, 
are undeveloped and die away. Some of them are left alone and become undesirable 
habits. After t hey become ha-bit, remodelling is a difficul t p roblem . 
l~ot only are we ignorant of child psychology, but this ignorance causes 
failure in laying the necessary solid basis f or the child's life. The lack of 
understanding in the law of growth of human nature cannot provide the neces sary 
f oundation. ¥ibat it provides is· dogmatic superstitions, fears, and prejudice. 
This wast e of mental capacity is due to the tardiness of modification. 
Early childhood is the period of habit formation. Viliat is impressed in the 
early period will never be forgo tten. If wha t a child receives were well-selected 
material, if a child's innate tendencies were intelligently directed , in his 
later life he could escape the double drudgery of remodification of habits and 
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acquirement of necessary foundations. 
It is realized among few people that early childhood is of vital 
importance in education, and that early childhood is the easiest period to 
acquire lmowledge. When the program did not work according to their expecta-
tion, they blamed human nature, thinking it essentially bad originally, or 
sometimes they put this blame on the school. A few, however, have begun to 
realize that failure to develop the real rational men and women is not in great 
part due to the unworkability of material, nor is it the entire fault of the 
school, but it is the result of neglecting the process of education at home 
before the boys and girls are old enough to be sent to school. 
Only a half per cent of average human capacities is developed and 
utilized for the benefit of soci ety. Talce, for example, a tree which has 
possibility of growing to a heighth of a hundred feet. If this tree could 
receive proper care, nourishment, and sunshine, it woul·d grow to its full 
height . But if one of the necessary elements is laclr.J.ng, it would grow to 
only ninety feet. If two things are lacking, the length could be developed to 
but eighty feet. Likewise human beings must have nurture and care from the 
beginning for their process of growth. In other 'lvords, they need home educa-
tion, home training by intelligent p arents. 
In support of this view, stress is laid on certain results of recent 
scientific research that early impressions are the most lasting and the most 
influential in later life, that early chilQb~od in undoubtedly the t ime when 
habits, gpod or bad, are most readily formed, and that neglect of a child's men-
tality in early life may mean life-long men tal inferiority. 
Then the question arises as to how early a child's education should 
be started. Education does not necessarily mean efutcation in a definite cur-
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riculum. Everything that a child experiences i n life is the source of 
education; therefore, em1cation must be started at the dawn of the child's 
mind. Dr. Sidis, a well-lmown .American biological psychologist, says the 
very same thing. 
11 It is at that time that the child begins to form his interests. 
It is at that critical period that we have to seize the opportunity to guide 
the child's formative energies in the rig~t channels. To delay is a mistake 
and a wrong to the child. We can at that early period awaken a love of 
kno wledge which will persist through life. The child will as eagerly play 
in the game of knowledge as he now spends most of his energies in me~mingless 
games ancl objectless silly sports." Tlru.s Dr. Sidis believed t hat if we do not 
direct the energy of the cl1ild in the ri5nt course, the child will waste this 
energy in the wrong direction. Dr. Sidis 1 view was tested h . his son, Wil-
liam James Sidis 1 education, and he discovered that a remarkable success 
could be gained tt.Ll'ough early education. He writes about his son thus: 11 As 
fathers and mothers, it may interest you to learn of one of those boys who 
was . brou~ht up in. the love and enjoyment of knowledge for its Oivn sake. At 
the age of twelve, when other children of his age are hardly able to read and 
spell, and drag a miserable mental existence at the apron strings of some an-
tiquated school-dame, the boy is intensely enjoying courses in the highest 
branches of mathematics and astronomy at one of our foremost universities. 
The Iliad and the Odyssey are lalown to him by heart, and he is deeply interest-
ed in the advanced work of Classical Philology . He is able to read Herodotus, 
Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, Aristophanes, Lucian, and other Greek writers 
with the same zest and ease as our schoolboy reads his Robinson Crusoe or the 
productions of Cooper and Henry . fue boy has a fair understanding of Comparative 
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Philology and Mythology. He is well versed in Logic, Ancient History, American 
History, and has a general insight into our politics and into the groundwork of 
our Constitution. At the same time he is of an extremely happy disposition, 
br~ning over with humor and fun. His physical condition is splendid, his cheeks 
glow with health." 
This very same thing was tested about a hundred years ago in Germany 
by Karl Witte, a hu.mbl e country preacher. In an age before the present ad-
vanceroen t in biology and psychology, in an age when the ideas of superstition and 
dogma still enslaved the minds of the people, this clergyman with his wonderful 
insight reached a conclusion about the pedagugical theory. He recognized the 
verJ same scientific data concerning the law of mental development. He reco g-
nized t he vi tal acting source of the en vi ronmen t as an influence on the growth · 
of mind. Before he had his own son Karl Witte, he firmly declared to his friends 
in the p edagogical controversies, that if ever God should give him a child, he 
shoul d educate him at the dawn of the child's mind. 
Elder Witte believed that if a child in early age is trained to use 
his mind, if love of the good, beauty, truth is inculcated, if his mind could 
be formed in habits of reasoning power, he would not be living foolishly in 
adult age. He believed that human beings are essentially thinking animals, 
they are certain from the moment they first use their mind, to draw inference, 
and arrive at conclusions regarding everything they experience; but if left to 
themselves, they will inevitably, because of their inability to form sound 
critical jud@ffient, acquire wrong interests, thoughts, and habits which all the 
education of later life may not be able wholly to overcome. His fm1damental 
aim was to develop the reasoning power of the child and start him thinking 
right. 
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On this hypothesis when Karl Witte was born, he began education, 
before Karl could even utter a word, by naming to him different parts of the 
human body, things in the room, etc. Many of his close friends, even his 
wife laughed at his intention. But Reverend Witte never changed his suppo-
sition. Consequently a remarkable success came out of his experiment. When 
Karl was just about eight or nine years old, he could speak six different 
languages - German, French, Italian, Latin, English, and Greek. He was 
specially gpod in mathematics, beside his knowledge in zoology, botany, 
physics, and chemistry. In his ninth year he passed the entrance examination 
of Leipzi g University. .April, 1814, in his fourteenth year, he received a 
Ph.D. Two years later he received the Doctor of Law degree, and was appointed 
professor at the University of Berlin. 
Before he taught at the University of Berlin, the King of Prussia 
sent him to Italy for further research in law. While he was in Italy, acci-
dentally he discovered the fact that Dante was greatly misunderstood not only 
in foreign countries, but even in his native country, Italy. Therefore, in 1823, 
when Karl was twenty-three, he 1mblished the book entitled 11 0n Misunderstanding 
Dante." This is the book pointing out many errors of the Dante scholars, and 
thereby he opened a new path for the late pe01)le in research of Dante. 
But what the Prussian King desired for him was not research in liter-
ature; hence he accomplished his main intention in law by 1820 and went back to 
Germany. In 1821, shortly a.fter his return from abroad, he became a lecturer 
on jurisprudence at the University of Breslau, being appointed to a full pro-
fessorship t wo years later; in 1834, at the age of twenty-three,he was trans-
ferred to Halle. There he passed the remainder of his life, ended in great 
renoun in 1883. 
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Fortunately enough, elder I~rl Witte published this great method of 
education in book form, entitled Karl Witte: Oder Erziehungs Und Bildungsgeschichte 
Desselben. This book gives the detailed account of his education from Karl 
Witte's birth up to fourteen years old. The reason that this great book passed 
almost unnoticed in Germany, and has fallen into te.'tlpora..-ry oblivion, is that the 
book was written with tedious long repetitions. Professor Bruce says, 11 In its 
original form it is a book which, to employ the quaint but extremely expressive 
German phrase does not allow itself to be read." It is excessively long, 
running to more than a thousand pages of print with disquisitional passages 
which too often are oi' little importance. Up to this age the copies of the 
books were scarcely left out to be read even in Germany. 
In the United States the only copy is carefully preserved by the 
Treasure Department of Harvard Library. Recently this book was tr&~slated 
by Professor Leo Wiener. T'ne translator applied practically the sa.."11.e me thod 
to his son's education and gained such astonishing success with his oldest boy, 
Norbert Wiener, that he was able to enter Tufts College at ten, was graduated 
at fourteen, and at an age when most boys were only beginning their college 
career, was granted the Ph.D. d~gree by Harvard University . 
As I :have alrea~v stated, Dr. Boris Sidis 1 son, William James Sidis, 
is another profrQct of early education. This boy was a&nitted to the Brookline, 
Massachusetts, high school at the age of eight. By fifteen he had finished 
~·vard University. 
His education was started when he was one year and a half old. Vfuen 
he was six, he entered the public school like other cl1ildren. On the same 
day, when his mother went back to the school to get him, he had advanced al-
ready to the third grade. ' This boy finished public school within the srune year. 
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In the next year, he tried to enter a high school, bu. t he was not admit ted 
because he was too young. In his seventh year, therefore, he studied at home; 
in his eighth year he was admitted to be a regular student in a high school. 
His record was excellent in every course. He was especially good in mathemat ics 
and he was made an assistant instructor correcting the other students• papers. 
He studied at home during his ninth and tenth year. At el even, he was a~ 
mitted to Harvard UnN6rsity. Being even a student in Harvard, he amazed the 
members of that University's mathematical club by lecturing to them on the 
fourth dimension. 
There was another boy who was influenced by Witte 1 s book in the 
United States. His name was Adolf Berle, the son of A. A. Berle, who was 
formerly pastor of Sha\~t Congregational Church i n Boston, l ater Professor 
of Applied Christianity in Tufts College. This boy entered Harvard College 
at the age of thirteen and finished the college in three years . Adulf and 
William James Sidis each had a sister, and they are likewise advanced in men-
tality . For example, Berle 1 s elder sister, Lina, matriculated into Radcl i ffe 
Coll ege at fifteen while her younger brother and sister, Rudolf Berl e and 
hiriam Berl e, en t ered college, the former at twelve and the latter at four teen. 
Willia~ James Sidis' sister, Constance, entered Radcliffe at fourteen, and 
Beltha entered at twelve. 
Do we account for genius by saying that one is born with it? Their 
fathers thernsel ves claim this due to the special training of men tal development. 
For instance, if one sees Dr. Berle 's The School in the Home, and Teaching i n 
the Home, this shows the fact. Again look into the Philistine and Genius by 
Dr. Sidis. The difficulty of accounting for this result of mental development 
on the hypothesis of extraordinary innate talent becomes insuperable. Dr . 
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Berle, i n discussing the education of his four children, has said: 
"If this result had been secured with one child, the usual plea of 
an 'unusual child' might pos si bly be raised. But it is un thinJ.r...able that there 
should be four 'prodigies' in one family. As a matter of fact, all such talk 
is a bsurd. The difference is one of method, parental in terest, and care ." 
Compare also the result obtained in the case of Karl Witte and 
o thers with thos e obtained by James 'Thomson on his children, Lord Kelvin 
iliilliam Thomson and James Th.omson, Junior. James Stewart Mill, celebrated 
German dramatic poet Goethe, a more recent example given by Mrs. Stoner, a 
resident of Pittsburgh in her daughter Winifred are· all product s of the early 
education. Let us see in what special metho d their mentality was developed. 
Elder Witte started with the expectation that every norrr~ child's 
mentality could be developed more than average if he is given the special kind 
of education, understandin£: , and care. 
. ~ ~ 
At this time the controversy was strong 
between schools of nativist and ~iricist. The influence of William Golton 
also added the strength of dispute; theref ore, most p eople hel d the opinion that 
only those who possess the gift of God could do what nobody else could do. Mind 
or soul is absolutely transcenden tal and native and nothing could be done to it 
unless a p erson was born with talents. While people held this view, the train-
ing of children was utterly neglected. 
Reverend Witte says that because of Karl's extraordinary talent many 
people held the view that he could assimilate an enormous amount of lmowledge, 
-t;.t' "'11J,._... l.K.j./i._ 
but as his father~ he denied Karl1~ore than an average child. Reverend 
" ; · ' 
Witte firmly believed that men's larger mentality depends on how the Child's 
po ten tiali ty in the early years could be developed. Many opposed him in his 
theory, but strong was his insight and zealousness; finally his expectation 
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came to be true through his experiment. It was his intention that the parents 
must help the child to live unde r as few handicaps as possible. Hence Witte 
continued his instruction that in order to begin the child 1 s mind in intelli-
gen t modification, education must start with a correct, clear langt1age. This 
is very important because the language is the tool of knowledge; therefore, 
above all things, he avoided giving his son superficial answers or contradic-
tory teaching. Baby talk had no place in his program. Since the lang~e is 
the tool of thought, he argued that every child should be taught as soon as 
possible to express itself in its mother tongue fluently, purely, and clearly . 
No one was allowed to say "moo" instead of "cow", "bah" . instead of "sheep", 
"meow" instead of "cat". '!he diminutive in German was pennitted only for small 
b eings. Every one in the family must speak as correctly as they could. 
Obscure and ungrw...rnatical sentences or expressions which gave no distinct 
meaning were avoided. Therefore, Karl never heard nor spoke a confused childish 
babble, because there was no opportunity to learn and acquire incorrect words. 
Hence this early occupation with the mother tongue introduced Karl 
every day more and more into its depth, and prepared. him for learning the 
foreign languages with great facility. The method of teaching words is very 
interesting. For example, t~r held fingers close to Karl's eyes and moved 
them, now singly and now severally, at a time. He soon noticed them, and 
grabbed at them, but in the beginning usually missed them. If he succeeded 
in seizing them, he drew a fin ger into his mouth and sucked it. '!hen 
Reverend Witte pronounced the word "finger" slowly, distinctly, and repeatedly; 
so that this baby, the unreasoning being, might have time to hear it, and under-
stand it some time. .After a few minutes he withdrew fingers from his mouth, 
and held it once more before his eyes, first one, saying "one finger, 11 then two 
in the same way saying "two fingers" and so forth. 
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Karl learned his pure Gerrnan rather in conversation, in the house, in 
the garden, and in the meadow, field and forest, i n society, on long and short 
journies. ~nen he was a tiny baby unable to walk well, he was carried aro1md 
in the arms of his parents. Every little object in the room was prono1.mced 
distinctly and taught, such as chair, table, books, ink, etc. 
As soon as Karl had reached a certain stage of mentality, they pro-
ceeded with his education by enlarging his surroundings. For example, they 
brought him a twig and said 11 a twig"; then they showed a leaf several times 
saying l oudly, clearly, and slowly, 11 lea.f 11 • 'l'hen he alternated a twig and a 
leaf several times giving him a little time to collect his senses, every time 
saying loudly and clearly "a twig" 11 a leaf". Then they pulled a few more 
leafs from the twig saying, "one more leaf" "one more leaf". Thep. they put 
t wo more leaves before him saying, "See, Karl, two leaves." Then three leaves, 
etc. Then he switched it in the air and said, "a switch." "See, Karl, now it is 
a switch. Now the leaves are all gone, " (pointing to the leaves). "They are 
pulled off now; and now it is not a twig, but it is a switch." 
Then he will sey, "I cut a twig from a tree. Shall I show it to you?" 
The answer is surely "Yes". Then he takes ICarl in his arms and gpes to the tree 
from which he got the twi.g. There he is asked, ''DJ you see? Here I cut it from 
the tree. This is the way it stuck to the tree before." The father would ask if 
Karl would like to see a twig cut from another tree. The answer is, of course, 
"Yes". There purposely Reverend Vii tte looks aro1.md for a knife about him, 
repeatedly saying, "I have no knife about me, and without a knife I canna t cut 
the twig from the tree. 11 Then he will say, 11 I will go and get a knife." 
Later Karl's attention was directed to the various sizes of a tree, 
the names of trees, and shapes of trees. In a similar manner they proceeded 
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with a thousand objects all about him. For example, with a rose, a branch of 
a rose with leaves, a few buds, a half-opened and a fully-opened rose, were 
placed before Karl with the words, "Here you have a twig off a rose-bush. 11 
Then everything, leaves, twigs, stems, thorns (larger, smaller, straight, 
crooked), hairs, flower, colors of leaves and flowers, outer, inner, large, 
small, smooth, curly, curved, folded, everything concerning the ro~e , were 
tall:en i n st1.ccession. 
In this manner the most common things in environment were taught to 
the child without any difficulties during the first five or six years of life. 
This method is also good in moral training or inhibition of the ill temper of 
the child. If Karl was dissatisfied or crying because he could not have his 
w~, they showed something new to him to direct his attention to something 
else. Then soon Karl forgot his ill temper and became merry and happy. Sur-
rounding him were toys and playthings. 
They had a fairly large space in front of the house, which was covered 
for two feet with clear pebbles, and fenced with flowers, blooming shurbs, and 
trees. Here in beautiful ~s Karl played. In this period social instinct 
or gang spirit has not developed as in later childhood. Children love indi-
vidual games, di gging holes or constructing things. Therefore, this playground 
was verJ good for him. Karl often made interesting observations and a sked every 
detail of things. He had not only the permission to ask them but he was 
allowed to express his own opinion concerning them. Sometimes parents would 
make mistakes purposely or overlook something , and merrily betrayed him if he 
noted their faults. 
One of his earliest toys was the sand. Sand, water, and stone are 
good for a child in early life. 
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Every journey was strikingly useful to Karl. Every new object, 
people, things, different places were so interesting to h~. Those things 
stayed in his memory well, since they were actually seen and observed by him. 
Interesting stories were freq~ently used by parents to instruct Karl, 
to stimulate his imagination and increase his memory power; and they were 
repeated over and over again. Stories are very good for increasing the vocab-
ulary. Karl was not only told stories, but later he was actually asked to re-
peat them. Indeed . children love to repeat the same old stories frequently , 
and this tendency was well utilized. In this way he learned about tl1ree thou-
sand words easily by the time he was five years old. 
To develop imaginative power a story of a journey was told at table. 
He bec~~e an imaginary traveler and must tell every detail of persons, town 
houses, stores, anything concerning the stories, and they were all imagina tive 
stories. If he could not tell anything further, his father jested him, 
"Send Peter through the worl d a wandering, 
What good does it do? He can't recall a thing." 
Then father became a traveler and told a good deal more things. Some-
t imes the imaginary traveling story was written or drawn on a sheet of paper. 
Sometimes a slate was taken. Karl was asked to tell what he wished father to 
draw on it. A man would be the first thing he would call for. What next? 
"A horse." Then a cat, dog, child, chair, house. wben everything was put on the 
slate according to his wish, he wanted to lmow what the rrJ.8Jl 1s, child's and dog's 
names were, and what they were doing there. He would then compose a story like 
thi s. 
"The man's name is Peter Schultz a..Tld he has just had this house built 
for hi mself. He used to be very poor, but he worked industriously and was 
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saving . In this way he earned so much money that he was able to have ~he 
house built., and so forth." 
Wb en Karl Witte was three and a half, Reverend Witte taught reading 
and wri ting to him. But he was never forced to learn it. First of all, he 
evoked the interest of the child for books by stimulating the curiosity. If 
t he child took an interest, then teach ing was started. Sometimes a children's 
story book was bought. Showing . the pictures, the content of the story was told 
i n a very attractive and charming way, for example, "If you can only read these 
words, you cru1 enjoy all of these. This picture has a very interesting story , 
but I have no time to tell it to you. If you only understood them. AH! 11 lliis 
evoked the curiosity of the child, and the child eagerly desired to learn the 
words. 
The method was not the way in which an ordinary school teacher in-
structs. Reverend Witte went to Leipzig and bought large alphabetical words 
in .Arabian, German, and Roman character. Spelling games were pla;yed with them. 
As soon as Karl could write and read in his mother tongue, French was taught. 
This was at the age of six years. Following French, Italian was taught . 
:Before he started learning Latin, the father told him the contents of Virg;il to 
impress on him that the study of Latin was important and necessary. Reverend 
Witte frequently spoke of the beauty of Aeneid and of separate works of Cicero. 
~~en Karl was seven years old, one day he went to a concert in Leip zig with 
his father. During the intermission Karl noticed the name and l yric poetry of 
the music pro gra'TI and asked his father, "Father, this is not French nor Italian. 
What language is it? Isn't this what you call Latin?" 
Father said, 11 Yes, that is right. See if you can guess any of the 
meanings." 
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Latin is kin to French and Italian; therefore, he guessed the meaning 
very easily . Then Latin was taught to him. I shall speak of t wo methods 
Reve ren d Witte undertook in teaching lan~~ge. First, he never taught gramrr~ 
to the child from the beginning, but he made Karl get used to a language like 
his native tongue. Second, children never get tired of the same story. They 
love to repeat the same story frequently. Reverend Vii tte utilized this tenden-
cy. He made Karl read the same stories in several different languages. For 
instance, Aesop's Fables were used in French, Italian, English , etc. Education 
is not to accumulate knowledge, but rather it is to know the world so that we 
can use its facts in our lives. Therefore, he was taken to many places such 
as museums, a botanical garden, a zoo, as frequently as possible. When Karl 
and his father went home, Karl had to report all that he had seen to hi.s mother 
at the table. 
His moral training was stern but reasonable. Karl was allowed to ask 
for anything which he needed which was not unjust, and good. Refusal was made 
with reasons. If he asked anything which was refused first, he was told 11 no 11 
loudly and clearly. No was no, · always. If he were peevish, they showed 
something new to him. "Look here, Karl." He generally looked at a new thing 
and forgot what he wanted. This method of control is lu1own as substitution 
in educational psychology. 
If Karl, as a chil d , passed in society a correct but too abrupt or 
harsh judg}nent, Reverend Witte letit·; stand, but said to the person present in 
hal f jest, "You see he is a village boy. You must not think ill of him." 
Karl in that case, understanding that he had uttered a correct state-
ment but in an improper way, asked later "Why?" 'Jhen his father had a good 
opportunity to show him under what condition he should say certain things and 
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should not say others, a11d to teach him polite manners without narrowing his 
mind. 
Although the father gave him a penny when his hard study was over, 
he never rewarded Karl ;nth money or things of value for a good deed. Karl 
formed the habit of enjoying a go od deed f or the sake of goodness. Having 
overcome an improper desire, he himself noted down his good act in his "Book 
of Conduct." The wholesome consequence of a good deed was his only reward. 
Karl was protected in every possible way from being unduly proud. 
One may i magine that since the child was thus educated so far, and became 
superior in mentality that he might be vain. But he was never proud in this 
sense. Everyone knew him as pure as an angel. Karl was very sparingly praised 
by his parents with some such expression as, 11 All right, my son," or "Well done, 
my boy." "You may be right," or "Yes, that is right." When he had done an 
extraordina~J thing for his age, he was kissed. Father sent Karl away as soon 
as he thought that the cloud of praise would be discharged i n the boy's presence. 
Re:iverend Witte spoke without any hesitation about the danger of flattery to 
him. 
!· !· Berle 1 s Emohasis ~Early Education 
Dr. Berle has been another successful teacher in the early education 
of his son. He was formerly a professor of Theology in Tufts College. "The 
School in the Home", 1912, was written by him when he was teaching at Tufts 
College. After the publication of the book he received many letters from 
readers questioning him about his me thod of education. Consequently, •:.reaching in 
the Home" came to the world. 
In these books Dr. Berle also stresses the fact that language is the 
tool of knowledge ; therefore, the intelligen t method is to teach. clear, correct 
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speaking to the children as early as possible. J3erle in agreement with 
Referend Witte objects to teaching lisping or baby talk, because correct 
words must be used all through life while baby talk has no use in lager life. 
Theref ore, to avoid unnecessary burden, the child must be taught correct words 
from the beginning . There are in the world even at the beginni ng of the 
adolescent period many children who canno t pronounce words clearly and distinctly 
even in their mother tongue. This is due to the failure of the parents, or 
teachers to teach them caref~uly at the beginning. Unless elders are car eful, 
little children are unconsci ous of their mistakes. 
Like Reverend Witte, J3erle recommends to parents the use of the 
story to i ncrease the child's vocabulary . Let a child reproduce a story and 
correct the expression and pronunciation carefully. Again, teaching literary 
l anguage is important because acquirement of li teral"J language forms the 
basis for literary study in books. Simple and rhythmic poetry is very good 
for little chil dren to remember; therefore, this must be encouraged. 
Berle also stresses "Mind Fertilization." He says that just as the 
bo dy needs food , why should not the mind need nutrition for its development? 
J us t as the stomach requires well-selected food, why do we not give well-pre-
pared food to the mi nd? V;hy do we not g ive well-selected knowledge to children? 
To wi sh the proper development of mind without nurture is just the same thing: as 
to desire a fish out of a tree. 
Freedom of the discussion was allowed at the table. Certa i n topics 
were piclced up f r om an ordinary subject in a newspaper on everyday events. 
Questions and discussion from children were encouraged. iVhile in discussion, 
h e co r rected the proni.mciations and gave necessary suggestions. 
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J3erle gives an example of the result of mind fertilization . He was 
once acquainted \tith a worlrrnan who used to work in front of his house. One 
day this man came up to Dr. Berle to consult him about his treatment of a 
son who had been having a very bad time in school. He wan ted to know what to 
do with this boy. Dr. Berle, therefore , wen t himself to the public school to 
observe the child. Indeed his record was bad; there was no hope of his passing. 
Dr. Berle took care of this boy, and gave him a sp ecial method of education. 
In Septamber this boy passed the entrance eX&mination and graduated from 
high school. Then he entered the law school and finished. He b ecame a fine 
la·wyer. 
Berle says that most of the time a child's energy is wasted. It is 
not only wa ste, but also is bad for his character. B,y doing some thing always 
a child forms habits and thus creates his character. Therefore, adults must 
be careful what children acquire and do. 
Moreover, he stresses t he fact tha t the important thing i n e ducation 
is not to underrate the children , for every normal child has a certain poten-
tiality. A little child is an unopened flower. The b eauty, pureness, and 
loveliness, must come out of the parental love, care, and responsib ilit3' · 
Parents must be ambitious f or their children; for many things children must 
depend on parents. Berle, of course, recognizes the ap titude in the individual 
child, but he says i t is negligible because hume.n nature is not entirely what 
it inherits, but it al so depends upon what modification it receives after birth. 
Again he recommends noting records and the progress of the child; 
such as, what new words were taught , what new words and expression s he acquired, 
how he was rewarded, wha t habits he acquired, etc. 
J3erle stresses that a parent must have patience with ch ildren. 
Frequen tly, parents, because of their own unpleasantness, because of their 
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freedom concerning their children, lose their temper or laCk patience. 
Parents rm1st be loyal to their chilO.ren, and must no abuse parental responsi-
bility. 
James Thomson and the Result of His _ Early Education of ~ Son 
A celebrated English mathematician and a physicist, James Thomson 
Junior, and Lord Kelvin William Thomson were also the products of early educa-
tion. Their father, James Thomson Senior, like Witte's father, and possibly 
in consequence of acquaintance with the latter's work, firu1ly believed in the 
importance of beginning a child's education in the first year of life. James 
Thomson Senior's father was a poor irmnigrant peasant from Scotland to Ireland; 
therefore, he was handicapped from his youth in the attempt to get education 
because of the lack of financial support for him. He often begged his parents 
to allow him to enter school, but it was impossible because of the extreme 
poverty i n his family. His unceasing effort, however, fi nally moved his 
parents 1 mind, and he was allowed to enter one of the neighboring schools. 
After graduating from the village school he wished to pursue mathematics further, 
but again lack of financial support did not allow him to do so. He was enabled 
to work one whole season of the surrnner to get money and went to college during 
the winter. He finished Glasgow University in 1814. He was appointed to be the 
Professor of mathematics in some college in Belfast. 
He had four children, two girls and two younger boys. Looking back 
on his life, he noticed the importance of early education affecting later 
career. Hence he started to teach his children to spell and read almost as 
soon as they could utter words. His two sons, James and William, were special 
objects of his care. As one of the busiest of men, a writer of mathematical 
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textbooks, as well as classroom instructor, he made great sacrifices for the 
education of his childreu. He got up at four o'clock to prepare his lecture, 
so that he could be with his children out of school hours •. In 1830 when James 
was eight and Willia~ six, his wife died. Ever after, he literally lived 
with his children, teking them to sleep in the same room with him, mrucing them 
companions in long walks, teaching them in the rudiments of an all-round 
education. 
In 1832 when he was called baclc by Glasgow University from Belfast, 
he still continued the home education of his children. Besides, he secured 
permission for them, at the ages of ten and eight, to attend his university 
lecture, and the lectures of some of the other professors. 
Both boys showed a wonderful school record, while they were strong 
and heal thy in body. Like ordinary boys they loved games and jolly plays; they 
loved toys although their toys were in many instances scientific instrumen ts. 
This intellectual attainment of the t wo brothers was so successful 
that when James was twelve and Willirun ten, they were admitted as reg~ar 
students at the University. After their entrance, they showed extraordinary 
records. In his first yea.r William took two prizes in the "Humanity Class. 11 
The next year he studied history and Greek , and spent his Christmas vacation 
translating "Lucian's Dialogue of the Gods," and received the first prizes in 
Greek. A year after that, as members of the mathematical class, he and his 
brother won the first ro1d second p rizes. The same thing occurred their senior 
year. 
James Thomson, the older brother, lived to the age of seventy. He 
won great popularity as an authority on engineering. William, who died at the 
age of eighty-t:b...ree, became Lord Kelvin, greatest of the nineteenth century 
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physicists, and won a place in· the annals of science fairly compare.ble with that 
held by Newton • 
.As in Karl Witte 1 s time there were not wanting prophets of evil, who, 
observing t h e great achievement of the brothers while they were still children, 
criticized. "It is monstrous, horrible, impossible," they pro tested. "These 
boys have been forced by their father beyond limits of human endurance. No 
brain can stand it. They will die or else they will go insane . 11 
The children, thus trained from infancy, have not broken down in 
bodily or mental health; on the contrary, they have been, if anything , stronger 
of physique than the average child, while mentally they have, like James and 
William, developed incomparably superior to those of the average child. 
W.ll's. ![. ~· S:toner 1 s M:ethod of Early Education 
Another person who had remarkable success through the influence of 
Karl Witte's book is Mrs. J. B. Stoner. She was a former professor of language 
in Pittsburgh University. She is a graduate of Radcliffe College. She says 
that the first person who gave the ideaL of early education of the child to her 
was the late Professor James. We may, therefore, suppose that the person who 
introduced the idea of early education of Karl Witte to other people such as 
Professor Berle or Professor Wiener was Professor James. 
fJ.Ts. Stoner published a book called W. S. Stoner: Natural Education 
i n Childhood and Youth, one of a series by Professor 0 'Shea of Wisconsin Uni-
versity. I shall summarize briefly the main point of Mrs. Stoner's method of 
education. 
Educa tion was started by the training of sense organs. Her notion is 
tha t human capacity must be developed as early as possible; delay otherwise , causes 
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the loss of chance or developments. .Among all sense organs the auditory 
sense organ must be trained above all, because learning language nn.1st be 
through the proces s of hearing. It would be a very fine thing if the mother 
coul d sing a song for the baby, but unfortunately she could not sing very well. 
She, ho wever, recited a few passa ges in Virgil very quietly while the baby 
was guing to sleep . This was very gpod indeed, because it was a guod substitu-
tion for a lullaby. 
After six months she recited various poetries for her. Accidentally 
she happ ened to discover that different intonations of poetry produced 
different effects on the baby . For instance, Tennyson's 11 Crossing the Bar" 
made Winifred, her daughter, very quiet, and often lead into slumber while 
"Horatius at the Bridge" excite:d her very much. ,.Anyhow, at the end of one 
'~i t.J. . 
year, Winifred lmew the first ten lines~t¥-'Aenael~f Virgil, and the Crossing 
the Bar. But this, we must notice, she never taught compulsorily to Winifred. 
EverydB.y repetition and impression of this poetry penetrated into her mind. 
W~ther also played often many beautiful pieces of music on the 
piano. Tb give a clear impression of tones she bought seven bells which sounded 
in seven different tones from middle cup to d, . e, f, g, a, b, d, or do, re, mi, fa, 
sol, la, ti, do, and to each of the bells were attached seven different names 
of colors and each was called orange bell, or green,bell, etc. Mrs. Stoner 
rang each one of them every day for Winifred for her enjoyment, even before she 
coul d understand them. Then in six months, Winifred could discriminate each 
tone of the bells and also she could strike any of them without a mistake. ~~s. 
Stoner often used a prism to get rainbow colors on the wall not only to amuse 
Winifred, but also to develop the color consciousness of the child. The little 
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child loved to see them very much. Whenever the child was in ill humor, this 
prism was used for her anru.semen t. 
In the child 1 s room, the walls were decorated with many good pictures 
and flowers. Fine work of many scuJ.ptors was also arranged. Vlhen the child 
still was very small just beginning to talk, mother carried her in her arms 
and taught correct narnes of many objects in the room, whatever attracted the 
atten t ion of the child. Therefore, she learned very early the~ na...'11es of 
furni tttre, different parts of the furniture, and different parts of the house. 
~ben she took an interest in the picttu·e, her mother would explain to her the 
parts of a picture such as a person, a dress of the person, skirt po ·cket, a tie, 
hair, face, etc. .At first when the child was very small, she was only attrac-
ted b;y the com-bination of colors but gradually she acquired the meaning of the 
different parts of the pictures. 
Before Winifred could utter a word, and before she could understa~d, 
simply as toys or for her enjoyment, Mrs. Stoner showed many story books with 
pictures and read them to her. Winifred quietly listened to what mother said 
to her; although she understood nothing. Children usually talce a pec>..1liar 
interest in tones and expression when mother talks. In this way, was developed 
Winifred 1s interest in books. This also helped to forrn the habit of concentra-
tion of the attention on a definite object. 
Mother often drew the picture of a story while she told many interesting 
stories to the child. This gave opportunity to gain ideas of the use of 
color and the separate pieces of an object. Later, when Winifred was old 
enough to be able to draw, her mother let her draw the pictures of stories 
while she narrated. There are many unwholesome pictures and stories in the 
i. 
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magazines and newspapers or story books. They rrmst be well selected for the 
child. 
To develop the visual sigpt, colored paper which is frequently used 
to test color blindness, was utilized as Winifred's toys. Many pieces of 
woo den toys an d round marbles of various col or were furnished. I:olls ·were 
dressed with the dresses of artistic designs. Crayons were very good toys for 
the child. Games were often played with crayons. On a large paper if mother 
started to draw a red line, Winifred must find a red crayon to add one inch 
more; then mother added the line with ore,nge color, Winifred was to find the 
o r ange crayon again. If Winifred happened to mi stake the color and added a 
bl u e line insteadof an orange color, Winifred was to lose in the game • 
.As soon as Winifred could start walking, she was taken out of doors 
and her mo ther drew her attention to the b eautiful shapes of nature, different 
combinations of natural colors of the forest, of the mountains, trees, animals, 
flowers, or anything which they passed by. 
To develop the quick power of observation a..tld to form the habit of 
concentration of attention, "A Careful Watch Game" was playeo_ very frequently. 
Whenever Winifred passed in front of a shop in a great hurry, she was asked 
what she saw and how many things she saw in the window afterward. This necessi-
tated a keen power of observa tion and trained memory. If the number of things 
observed by Winifred was less than that observed by her mother, she was beaten 
in t his game. This gave rise to a spirit of rivalry in the little girl 1 s mind; 
she always tried hard to beat mother in observing and remembering many of the 
things. In this way a remarkable power of memory and obser vation was developed. 
It was therefore, not a surprising thing that, when she was only fi ve years old, 
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at the University of Chautauqua in New York State, she surprised the professor 
by reproducing correctly "The Battle Izymn of the Republic" the first time imme-
diately after its recitation by one of the professors. 
When Winifred was about six months old, her father one day bought her 
a red toy baiDoon. This was tied on her hand. Whenever she moved her arm, the 
balloon also moved to and fro. Tnis pleased the child immensely. Ever since, 
balloons in different shades were tied on her arm every week. By this means 
from an early p eriod she learned the names of colors, meanings of round, square, 
light, and heavy. Special kinds of shabby rough paper and smooth papers were bought 
and were used for her toys. Thus she learned also shabbiness, roughness, and 
smoothness. A baby bas a tendency to put things in the mouth, but if at the 
beginning the habit can be broken, she will not acquire this undesirable tendency. 
Mrs. Stoner never forced her child to learn or do these things. 
Everything that the child learned was natural and was enjoyed as §ames or plays. 
The child is a living being. Her energy always has an outward tendency to ex-
pression. !;1rs. Stoner only utilized this energy instead of allowing it to 
waste. If a child is given some thing to do while awake, she will not be a 
tired, crying baby. 
A child pays attention very early to people 1s talk and various 
sounds, even though she understands nothing of it. This shows that we can 
teach a lang"Uage as soon as she begins to develop the linegJ.istic tendencies. 
The kind of language which a person speaks depends on the environment, but 
the power to acquire a language is a distinctly human capacity. Our knowledge 
can neither be gained nor utilized without the instrument of language; therefore, 
in agree~ent with Reverend Witte, ~rs. Stoner says that acquirement of correct 
languag e is a fundamental basis of education. Even when Winifred was very 
small, and unable to utter any words, f.!:rs. Stoner never talked carelessly nor 
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a~:)..owed anyone else to spealc incorrectly in Winifred's presence. Mrs. Stoner 
always talked to the infant even though she unde~stood nothing of what she 
said. She talked to her as if she were a person who could understand every 
word. According to Witte's method, Mrs. Stoner thought that it was a great 
waste to learn double pronunciation of one simple sound, one in literary 
speaking word and the other in baby talk. Many handicaps not only with 
children, but also with adults, are the results of the inability to express 
their ideas freely because of lack of sufficient vocabulary. I often hear 
people say that they understand a certain thing, but cannot express it. Not 
only do they lack a sufficient vocabulary, but they have also many. undesirable 
unwholesome expressions. Professor Berle says that if a child is taught as 
many correct words and expressions as possible up to the age of six years, his 
mentality will progress with unusual rapidity. 
Mrs. Stoner used Witte 1 s method of teaching words. She carried 
Winifred around in her arms in the room just at the time when she started to 
learn to say something, and taught her the correct pronunciation of every 
object in the room. Although she avoided lisping and baby talk, she never 
objected to colloquial expressions and necessary slang which could not b e ex-
pressed in literal words. Mrs. Stoner always used well-selected wo r ds and 
correct grammar. Herbert Spencer said that he never had seen a grammar until 
he was sixty years old; and he looked into the book just because of his 
curiosity. He never felt the need of gramnar. Grammar is not necessary for 
the child. Language ought not to be taught from a grammar but by the hearing 
of correct speaking. Winifred was not taught grammar until she was eight 
years old. 
If we notice carefully, while a child is playing, we shall find 
that he loves to talk to himself or to some imaginary person. Winifred used 
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to enjoy repeating a certain word frequently. This tendency was utilized. Her 
mother selected interesting fairy tales or stories, and after cutting them 
short, in well-selected words, told them to the child. The child quickly 
learned and memorized them and never grew tired of repeating them many times. 
As soon as Winifred acquired English fairly well, Spanish was taught 
to her. r;:rs. Stoner selected Spanish first of all other foreign languages, 
because she thought it the simplest language of all. Children have a wonderful 
capacity for li~guistic acquirement in their early life. No one can master 
any foreign language unless he is taught from youth. To teach foreign languages 
J: ~s. Stoner DOU€ht many dolls of France, of Italy, of Germany, of Japan , and of 
Spain. She encouraged the child to learn "good morning" and "good night" and 
ordinary conversation so that she could talk to those dolls. Gradually Winifred 
could express her ideas through eight different langua.ges when she was only five 
years old. 
Winifred could write and read Esperanto very freely. In her fourth 
year she attempted to write a little play in Esperanto. This was accomplished 
by the help of Miss Julia Bearbowe, and the play was presented for the benefit 
of the charity organization society in Pittsburgh. This was the first Esperanto 
play in the United States. Whenever Mrs. Stoner went to the Exner2~to Convention 
she took Winifred with her because Winifred was a ve~r good missionary of Es-
pera11to. Her wonderful capacity for languages, her clear speaking, made a very 
good impression on the audience. 
One day, when Winifred was talking in Esperanto with one of the 
professors of Knox University, a very conservative professor came to Mrs. Stoner 
and said to her, 
"Pardon me, Mrs. Stoner. You made a great mds truce in educating your 
daughter too early . Her mind is over-worked. If her mind continues to work in 
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that way, she will not live long." 
11 r:o es my daughter look frail ?11 she asked him. 
11 No, but you can never tell by external appearances. I must tell you 
that if you don 1 t change your plan of education, she will not live long. 11 
1trs. Stoner, however, convinced him a little later by showing Winifred's 
vigorous health on the playground with boys older than herself. She was a 
healthy girl. She never stayed behind her playmates either in play or games. 
Wl1en Winifred was just about six months old, the walls of her room 
were pain ted white and alphabets were cut in red paper on one side of the wall; 
Rom&~ letters and Arabic figures were pasted on another side, while on the rest 
of the walls musi cal notes were written. Mrs. Stoner composed an a, b, c, song 
which the nurse sang while pointing toward the letters. ·Of course, the baby was 
only six mon ths old; therefore, no reaction whatsoever was gained at first; but 
every day trials with unceasing zealousness produced without difficulty, the 
desired aim, and it was not long before the alphabets were learned. 
Spelling was taught in the following method. On one side of the 
walls were pasted simple words- bat, cat, hat, mat, pat, rat, dog, hog, log, 
etc. ?/hen Winifred saw a cat in the pictu.re her mother pronounced clearly and 
distinctly, 11 cat 11 po inting at the 11 cat 11 on the wall. Then from the box they 
found as many c 1 s and a's and t 1 s as possible. Then they spelled as many 11 cat 1s 11 
as possible. Of course, these plays were neither fo r ced nor stressed. rfuenever 
the child played this game, she was encouraged. 
Thus she learned words very easily when she was about one year and a 
half old. And after she started reading words, the rest of education was as 
eaEY as going down hill. This world for the child is a new world; there are so 
many urucnown things for her. Hence the child's thirsty mind found a new path 
to lmowl edge. Many wholesome interesting books were suppl ied for her to read. 
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Bu t Mrs. Stoner helped to form a habit of reading every book with a definite 
purpose. She thought that reading any book without a purpose would be harmful 
because children only select what is interesting to them, and this might cause 
an unbalanced mental development. This attention was ver,y profitable for her 
later. Winifred could write ma~y little children's books, collecting materials 
from the sources of different books. ~~en she wrote Journeys with Fairy 
Christmas, she read more than thirty books to study the customs and habits of 
the Chris~nas in various countries. 
?.irs. Stoner, like Reverend Witte, did not wish to make a genius or a 
scholar of Winifred. She simply desired to educate her normally to an all-
round person, and to develop her mentality in a well-balanced way. Therefore, 
she also instructed Winifred in musical appreciation. She not only sounded the 
seven bells every morning to wru~e her from sleep, but she also played the 
piano in the evening to put her to sleep. As soon as Winifred completed learning 
the alphabets, she was also taught the musical nctes on the wall. Various gan;es 
utilizing music were played. One of the games is as follows: 
In the room one hides an object, and the child must find it by the 
tone in l~~d pitch. \Y.henever the finder approaches the object, the sound of 
the piano is raised; whenever she trots farther away from it, the tone of music 
is lowered. This game is very good for auditory sense training. Unless a child 
knows how to distinguish high tone, he cannot find a hidden object. 
Sometimes Winifred was cheered along by her mother clapping hands; she 
always clapped hands according to a definite time, so that later Winifred could 
not have any difficulty in time measure of music. Winifred was given a drum, and 
she was also taught to beat it with time and harmony. 
A little later Winifred was supplied with a harp. W~s. Stoner pointed 
toward a certain note on the wall and Winifred was to play this note on her 
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harp . She started learning music with this simple instrument f irst in this sim-
ple method; therefore, later, when she started to learn piano , it was not a 
very difficult thing for her since she could sound t he instrument wi th time har-
mony, and she cou ld rea d notes. 
Nature is full of artistic material. The greatest painter sees that 
miraculous natura l production of colors in the sky, on the seashore and on the 
mountain range. Poets understand what nature speaks to them. So it is with 
mu s icians. ~eethoven 1 s marvelous productions had their source i n nature. Human 
beings mus t be able to hear the secre t of nature 1s whispering . Wi thoug music, 
one misses a great thing in life. 
A child is very imaginative. He hears rhytllm in rain . He takes time 
measure with the wind blowing . Therefore, whenever Winifred learned any song or 
poem, she was also taught to dance as an accompaniment. Every day her mother 
read beaut iful rhythmic poems for her. Poe 1 s "Song of Bells" is very good for 
children. 
There is no need for everybody to become musicians and everyone cannot 
b ecome musicians. But without musical taste one cannot appreciate music and 
t hus one misses a great deal of the refi nement of life. Therefore, whenever a 
child begins to attempt playing an instrument, this opportunity must be seized 
f or i n struc tio n . 
Again the technique of piano was taught in the form of a play. Notes 
i n hi gh p itch were taught thus: "Every good boy does finely." (E , G, ~, D, F ) 
medium notes f, a, c, e, face; notes in low pitch were taught as "Good boys do 
finely always." (G, B, D, F , A,); and medium tone "A cow eats grass." (A, C, E, 
G) . Vfuy does a child dislike to leam or to continue music'? it is for this 
reason - th a t he is only taught the technique of music. Winifred , however, loved 
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music, because the method of teaching was entirely different from the other. 
Now she can not only play the piano well, but she is also a very good violinist. 
A typewriter is a very good instrument for tea~~ing spelling to the 
child. One day while !~ s. Stoner was typewriting something, Winifred came up to 
her mother. Seeing the movement of fingers and machine, she begged her mother 
to teach her. She promised her, however, to teach it the next day. 
The next day when Mrs. Stoner came back from outside, Winifred showed 
her a sheet of paper on which a page from a story book was copied on the type-
writer; but all of the words were copied in small letters without beginnings, 
endings, periods, or commas. Her mother told her that it was very good indeed, 
and then she taught the use of the capital letters, commas, and period. Ever 
after, Winifred enjoyed copying poetry and short stories; and this was a .good 
study for her also. She learned this before she was quite three years old. 
~nitation is one of the strongest characteristics of a child. Winifred 
had been playing with crayons and pencils often. One day she wanted to use a 
pen like her mother. There the mother began by telling the child that if she 
could write her o\vn name she could surprise her father. She gave her a red pen-
cil instead of a pen for the first trial. Wi th all her strength she tried to 
write and finally wrote her name ~~th a child's awlcwardness. She tried writ ing 
very hard every day. The child 1 s ambition was strong; after several days 1 trial 
she finally accomplished her wish; and this was at a time when she was seventeen 
months old. 
As soon as she could write a few s en tences, her mother encouraged her 
to con tinue practicing by keeping a diary. Her diary was continued from the 
time she was two years old. To encourage the writing of campo si tions, Winifred 
was .often encouraged to write letters to her friends. 
Nature is a great teacher. Just like Reverend Wit te a hundred years 
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before Mrs. Stoner {!]3.ve scientific instructii.lm to Wi nifred in close conjunc-
tion wi t h nature. She did not teach science from books. She actually took the 
child outside. The real natural objects were textbooks for her. The mother 
and the child wallted in the forest, examined flowers and classified them accord-
ing to the various groups . They examined the nests of birds, hills of little 
ants, stones, rocks. Some times the child was taken to the science hall of the 
Universi t y to look at til".y amoeba under the mi cro scope. 
There are thousands of things in nature to learn. If those things are 
taught in a simple way, children do not have to drag through g eology, biology, 
or any other science in the schools. Children are very inquisitive and i ma gin-
ative about the world. Their eager minds have such an in tens e desire to know 
many unlmovm. things. Yet in many · cases parents are very indifferent towards 
their questions; they do not pay serious attention to what children:- gain through 
their answers. Frequen tly t hese questions are laughed at, joked at, or some-
times the children are scolded. 
Winifred had her own flower garden , her O'\\'Il pet anirnals. By taking 
care of her o~n flowers, she could observe various processes and stages of p lants. 
Naturally, and gradually, a deep sympathy grew out of her care for her pets. 
Some t i mes Winifred was taken out of the city to live in the country. 
On a beautiful day her mother took her out to play in the woods where she re-
ceived instruction. Some times she went to the shore. There she learned 
geographical relations of islands, caves, the ' ocean, and finally of the globe. 
Playing with sand, they made island.s, capes, oceans, and rivers. Sometimes 
Mrs. Stoner brought out a little globe to the shore and explained the principles 
of geography . She explained them in such an interesting wey that the child's 
interest for the world was most amazing. The;y often traveled around to di i'i" erent 
p l aces; so that Winifred not only read books of geography, but she actually 
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learned WP~t the books meant in traveling. 
The story is the best thing for education. i\ell-selected stories form 
the linguistic foundation of a child. An interesting story influences a child's 
power of memory and broadens his knowledge. .A child never enjoys acquiring knowl-
edge by himself in t he concrete or eJ)stract. Bu. t in forms of the stor;:r the mind 
takes on an enthusiastic attitude. 
Greek and Roman mytholo.gy were frequently told to Winifred. They are 
interesting to adu~ ts. This mythology stimulated the child 1 s interest toward 
as tronow.y later and formed a literary foundation to apprehend the work of the 
sculptors., er to understand medieval literature. Stories in the :Bible were also 
told and acted as plays. ~~enever they needed more actors and actresses, dolls 
were substituted. History made very good and interesting stories for Winifred. 
Historical facts were noted in small cards and later they were acted in plays. 
Many children dislike history in school, because the form of instruction is often 
dry and too far from the actual need of children. If history was told in story 
form and acted out by the children in dramatic fonn, it would be remembered much 
mure easily. 
The most difficult thing to teach was mathematics. The numeral letters 
were taught t o her in the same method in which alphabets were taught. But when 
the multiplication rules were taught in the form of songs, for the first time in 
her life, Viinifred hated learning. At the age of four or five, being able to 
write much poetry and many stories, she did not take any interest in mu.l tiplica-
tion; however, she was not forced to . learn the rules because it was not Mrs. 
Stoner's method in natuxal education. 
Sometimes Mrs. Stoner went to the Esperanto Convention in Chautauqua, 
New York, where she met Miss Hornbrook, a skillful instructor of mathematics of 
a high school. Mrs. Stoner asked Miss Hornbrook for advice as to how the child 
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coul d learn rna thematics with interest. The follov.ring method was introduced by 
Miss Hornbrook to Mrs. Stoner: 
First of all, the child must be directed to take an interest in num-
b ers. For instance, use peas or buttons as toys. Take out a handf1.1l of them, 
and count the number of them, and decide who could grasp out more in a handful. 
Whenever they ate fruit, seeds were counted. ~~en they peeled garden peas, they 
counted them, also calculating how much was in one pod and how much more in two 
pods. 
A dice is a very good toy with which to play mathematical games • .A 
kind of backgammon was plaJ'-ed often. First they played with two dice; they later 
increased the number of dice from two to three and finally four~ They counted 
the number on the dice. If one gpt such a combination as two and two or three 
and three, he coul(l have the second trial and play dice again. The numbers were 
counted at the end to decide who won the game • 
.According to Miss Horbrook 1 s advice, these games should not be played 
longer than fifteen minutes. Sometimes peas were arranged in the following 
figures: 
They counted hoVl much are two couples of two peas, or three groups of 
a couple, and the number was noted on a card. Thus gradually she learned the 
rules of nmltiplication • .A shopping g~e was the practical applice.tion of mathe-
matics. .A child often imitates the business of shopping. Winifred, therefore, 
enjoyed this play immensely. 
To develop the cutaneous sense organ "the blind-man game" was played. 
In this game the eyes of the child are covered and she is allowed to guess the 
objects in the room by touching. 
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To train the visual sight a guessing game was played. By seeing only 
fruit or books once on the table the child must 5uess how much and how many t h ere 
are. This game was applied frequently at any place. This helped to develop 
a quick sight, the power of observation, and a kee:p. power of calculation. 
John Stuart Mill and Early Education 
John Stuart Mill could be said to have atta ined success as the result 
of early education. Mill 1 s father had strong convic;tions as to the importance 
of habituating a child to the purposeful exercise of his mind. 
Mill gives the detail of early education in his autobiogre.phy. In the 
first chapter he writes: 
11 It seems proper that I should prefix to the following biographical 
sketch, some mention of the reasons which have made me think it desirable that 
I should leave behind me such a memorial of so uneventful a life as mine. I do 
not for a moment imagine that any part of what I have to relate can be interest-
ing to the public as a narrative, or as being connected with myself. But I have 
thoue~t in an age in which education, and its improvement, are the subject of 
more, if not of profounder, study, than at any fanner period of English history, 
it may be useful that there should be some record of an education which was un-
usual and remarkable, and which, whatever else it may have done, has proved how 
much more than is commonly supposed may be taught, and well taught, in those 
early years whi ch, in the common modes of what is called instruction, are little 
better than waste." 
·ill was born in 1806. According to his autobiography he was taught 
Greclc from the time he was three years old; therefore, we can suppose that his 
mother tongue, English, was taught earlier than t hat. Mill himself says: 
11 I have not remembrance of the time when I began to learn Greek. I 
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have been told that it was when I was three years old. W~ earliest recollection 
on the subject is that of committing to memory what my father termed rca.bles , 0 
being lists of common Greek words, ·with their significe,tion in English, which he 
wrote out for me on cards. It was not until several y ears later that I learned 
any rr~re about grammar other than the inflection of nound and verbs; but after 
a course of vacables, I proceeded at once to translation. I faintly remember 
going t h rough 'Aesop 1 s Fables ' ; the first Greek book which I read. The •·.Anabasis • 
which I remember better, was the second. I learned no Latin till my eighth 
year. At that time I had read under my father's guidance a number of Greek prose 
authors, among whom I remember t he whole of Herodotus and of Xenophon 1 s 1 Cyr o-
paedia' and ' Memorials of Socrates'; some of the loves of the hilosophers by 
Diogenes Laertius; part of Lucian , and ·•Isocrates ad Demonicum 1 and ''Ad lifi coclem. iH 
Mill's father was not only a busy man, but he was also a very quick-
tem~pered p erson. But he was willing to undergo sacrifices for the sake of his 
son's i n struction, because he made lus son pr epare the Greek lessons in the same 
room a~d a t the same table at which he was writing. In t hose days t here was no 
Greek and English di ctionary, and Mill could not make use of a Greek and Latin 
lexicon without hewing ye t begun to learn Latin; so he was forced to ask the 
meaning of every word which he did not know. :Mill's father, in that cas e, never 
lost his temper, but he ldndly instructed his son. 
Mill, however, could not escape the criticism of his b eing prejudi ced, 
because he did not have opportunity like Witte to become acquainted thoroughly 
with nature. His study was always li tera.ry . :Besides, what he studied in this 
early p eriod was only mathematics and Greek, and even in mathemati cs he was not 
taught except during each evening . 
He says also that there was 'one cardinal point i n his training . Most 
boys or youths who have had much kno wledge drilled in to them have their men t al 
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capacities not strenethened, but over-laid by it. Their education is done by 
cramming with facts and with the opinions or phrases of other people, but Mill's 
education was not an education of cramming. He was to "think and reason out 
problems. 
The most important point, he says, was the great effort to give, during 
the years of childhood, an amount of knowledge in what are considered the higher 
branches of education, which is seldom acquired until the age of manhood. The 
result of experiment shows that with great ease one learns in early childhood; 
when taught at later ages, one must waste so many precious years to acquire 
Greek and Latin. He says also that if he had been by nature extremely quick of 
apprehension, or had possessed a very acm1rate and retentive memory, or 
had been a remarkably active and energetic character, the trial would not be 
conclusive; but in all these natural gifts he believed that he was rather below 
than above par; what he could do could assuredly be done by any 'boy -or girl of 
average capacity and healthy physical constitution. If he had accomplished 
anything , he ov1es it to the fact that through the early training bestowed on 
him by his f a ther, he started with an advantage of a quarter of a century over 
his contemporaries. 
Vllia t he read he 1nust relate to his father at the table. Listening to 
what Mil l said, his father carefully corrected mistakes in pronunciation. Some-
times he picked up certain important paints and tested Mill as to what kind of 
conclusii:on Mill would suggest. 
Between the age of eight and twelve, he read almost all of the Roman 
and Greek 1i terature. The n-wnber of book s he read in his youth is not amazing 
to us. He not only studied literary subjects, but he also received instruction 
in science and mathewAtics. 
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Mill's essays and pamphlets appeared as early as the age of six teen. 
During t he san e year he orgHnizetl the Utilitarian Society. Ever since the ·h e ,~dn­
ning of this word, Utilitarianism, hi s i nfluence has been · known not only over 
his native country, but all over the world. 
The Problem of Early Education 
So far, experience proves that intelligent direction of the chi l d 's 
potentiality is not only advantageous, but makes the chil n 1s life happ ier . To 
secure intelligent training of the child, the child's life must be treated 
with understanding any sympathy. The child's inner develop~ent follows laws 
in definite periods. Without understanding, these processes and tendencies will 
die away for lack of nurture. Therefore, the problem is to find out first t he 
inner and outer factors of human development and determine how the inner growth 
is modified by the outer factors. There must be an understanding of the. natural 
order of physical and mental development, the modifying affect s of various 
conditions at the given stage of development. Parents must be acquainted with 
all those original trails, consisti ng of capaciti es, instincts, and impulsive 
tendencies. 
The growth proceeds from within. It is an inner response to stimul~ 
tion from without . The primary basis and hope of development, therefore, is 
not in any exterior cause only, but in hidden potentialities within. Education 
must be by the process of cooperation between the external stimulation and t he 
inner ~esponse. Education assists development of mind, and the tendency to grow 
and to develop guarantees that education can bring results. Education is for 
the child, and not the child for education: therefore, the nature of the child 
and the need of the child determine the material ro1d the method of nurture and 
training. 
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The Arguments against the Ea,rly Education of Children 
By beginning too soon to teach and train children, the prevalent 
theory runs, not only will the child be robbed of the joy of childhood, but there 
will be grave danger of injuring his health by over-straining his mind. In 
reality, however, the child is not stressed to learn, nor is he forced to learn. 
The proper method of education is to draw out the potentiality of the child to 
full usefulness. In natural education, the child's energy and potentiality are 
carefully directed, and both of these would otherwise be left alone and unde-
veloped. 
There have been many people who hold fallacious ideas of early educa-
tion. When Karl Witte's fame spread far and wide, strong sharp criticism was 
heard. Reverend Witte was accused of fanatically endeavoring to convert the 
child into a weird thiiJlcing machine, and of endangering his health and sanity. 
Karl himself was pictured as a pale, anemic, goggle-eyed "freak" who was vastly 
to be pi tied. In reality he was a happy, joyous , strong, heal thy boy, as is 
testified in the letter from the philologist, Heyne, to the philosopher and 
poet of Wielan, printed on a later page. Karl Witte lived to the age of eighty-
four years. Kelvin Thomson lived to the age of eighty-three, and James Thomson 
to the age of seventy, although they were supposed to die, or else supposed to 
go insane before they became old. 
Again there is the criticism that early education is only for the 
genius and not fo r the ordinary person. Tl;l.e purpose of education is to unfold 
the potentiaiity of every individual; and human society is not entirely a compo-
sition of genius; it is a place for the individuality of every human being. Tb 
live in cooperation, each individual member must be developed to contribute to 
the betterment of society . 
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Another criticism is that if the child receives educati.on early, in 
later life he may lose further tendency of development because of its over-
burden in his childhood; thus he may become the same in mentality as the other 
children in his adulthood. In the case of Earl Witte, Kelvin, Mill, James 
~ William Si .~s, many valuable works were contributed to the field of science, law, 
.  ~--=-------·- _ .. _ ... 
~ and literature. There is no need to fear about this. 
There has been too much s tress upon the aptitude of the child. Thoug..l-1 
one may be a genius, without the exte1~al objective of environment, the develop-
men t of the human mind never could be accomplished; there is no opportunity to 
develop aptitude. We can save much waste of life, if we realize the vital 
importance of early education. 
In a Greek story, a woman came up to one of the educators to a~~ how 
to educate her son. The scholar asked how old the child was. She answered 
"Oh, he is only three years ol d." 
But t h e teacher answered her, 11 Madam, it is a little late for educa tion; 
just three years delayed." 
This shows how eager Greeks were fo r the careful training of children 
from the beginning. 
Mozart was a great musician, but he would not have been a musician if 
he had not been brought up in a mu.sical atmosphere. lldchael Angelo, the cele-
brated sculptor of Europe, lived with his foster mother in his youth. This 
woman's husband was a sculptor. From Michael 1 s early life he was inspired by 
this atmosphere. Linnaeus, the great botanist of the eighteenth century, was 
born in a quiet country where he could life among wild flowers and plants; thus 
the early interest of childhood produced a great scientist. 
School education gives great opportunity for children to develop 
mentality, but the school is not a complete machine which has control in fields 
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of education. In fact, from the standpoint of pedagogy, the pre-school 
age is more important. We certainly depend too much on schools and teachers. 
In failure of education, the blame is attached to the school. Schools cannot 
deal very well with the individual with a different background and different 
habits or character already formed. 
Schoo l educa t ion al so t ends to put t he individual into the so-called 
school type. Those who are docile to school authority are welcomed, and those 
who show individuality are excluded. 
Now in this world, education is helplessly handicapped. There is in 
society a so-called unequal distribution of wealth. Although the poor may wish 
to educate their children, there is no opportunity for them. Home educat~on for 
them is absolutely impossible since they lack leisure. The intelligent train-
ing of their children is of no interest to them since they themselves have been 
trained unintelligently. 
Our future civilization depends upon the problem of education. For 
the sake of the coming generation we must provide the proper environment. For 
the sake of intelligent generations, in tel ligen t parents are necessary . It is 
not a futLU·e problem, it is our problem, which is going to be the dyna~ic foun-
dation of future generations. 
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